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1 Corinthians 12:14-15 Even so the 
body is not made up of one part but of 

many. Now if the foot should say, 
“Because I am not a hand, I do not 

belong to the body,” it would not for 
that reason stop being part of the body.



16 And if the ear should say, 
“Because I am not an eye, I do not 

belong to the body,” it would not for 
that reason stop being part of the 

body.

1 Corinthians 12



17 If the whole body were an eye, 
where would the sense of hearing be? 
If the whole body were an ear, where 

would the sense of smell be?

1 Corinthians 12



18 But in fact God has placed the 
parts in the body, every one of 

them, just as he wanted them to be.

1 Corinthians 12



19 If they were all one part, where 
would the body be? 

20 As it is, there are many parts, but 
one body.

1 Corinthians 12



DO NOT 
UNDERESTIMATE 
YOUR GIFTS



“We are prone to envy those who 
surpass us a little rather than those who 

are patently in a different class.” 





18 But in fact God has placed the parts in 
the body, every one of them, just as he 
wanted them to be. 19 If they were all one 
part, where would the body be?  20 As it 
is, there are many parts, but one body.





21 The eye cannot say to the hand, 
“I don’t need you!” And the head 

cannot say to the feet, “I don’t need 
you!”

1 Corinthians 12



22 On the contrary, those parts of 
the body that seem to be weaker are 

indispensable,

1 Corinthians 12



23 and the parts that we think are 
less honorable we treat with special 

honor. And the parts that are 
unpresentable are treated with 

special modesty,

1 Corinthians 12



24 while our presentable parts need 
no special treatment. But God has 

put the body together, giving 
greater honor to the parts that 

lacked it,

1 Corinthians 12



DO NOT 
OVERESTIMATE 
YOUR GIFTS



“But the Lord said to Samuel, “Do not consider his 
appearance or his height, for I have rejected him. The 
Lord does not look at the things people look at. People 
look at the outward appearance, but the Lord looks at 

the heart.” 

1 Samuel 16









25 so that there should be no division 
in the body, but that its parts 

should have equal concern for each 
other.

1 Corinthians 12



26 If one part suffers, every part 
suffers with it; if one part is 

honored, every part rejoices with it.

1 Corinthians 12



27 Now you are the body of Christ, 
and each one of you is a part of it.

1 Corinthians 12



DO NOT 
DIVIDE 
THE BODY OF CHRIST 
YOU ARE AN 
INDISPENSIBLE
PART OF IT 



“See what the whole body does when the foot is 
stepped on or the finger is pinched.  How the eye looks 
stern, the nose draws up, the mouth cries out.  How all 

the members are ready to rescue and help and none 
can leave the other so that it means not that the foot is 

stepped on or the finger is pinched but the entire 

body.” 









Colossians 1:17-18

17 He is before all things, and in him all things 
hold together. 18 And he is the head of the body, 
the church; he is the beginning and the firstborn 

from among the dead, so that in everything he 

might have the supremacy.



Colossians 1:19-20

19 For God was pleased to have all his fullness 
dwell in him, 20 and through him to reconcile to 

himself all things, whether things on earth or 
things in heaven, by making peace through his 

blood, shed on the cross.





FLOCK of SHEEP




